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Agenda

• Absolute shortfall and,

• Age – unreasonable effect from prioritizations on group level?

• Sex – Severity is not fulfilling potential good life years

• The alternative cost – are primary care and specialist care parallel 
financing arrangements?

• A go through of HTA-reports from 2017 – some numbers with a focus on 
absolute vs relative shortfall

• The need to exercise discretion



Absolute and proportional shortfall

• Absolute shortfall is a measure of how many remaining good life years 
(QALYs) is lost from onset of a disease according to expected remaining 
life years weighted with the average QALY weight for each year. 

• In Magnussengruppens report it is presented with the help of the 
following figure; 

Absolute shortfall



High mean onset of disease and relatively 
flat distribution

Mean 61,6 
years

14% more than 
ten years 
younger than 
mean. 

Pagano et al. Neurology 86 April 12, 2016



Absolute shortfall and sex

• For any given age an average of remaining QALYs for both sexes is 
calculated.

• 40 year old men and women have 34,2 and 37,2 remaining QALYs 
respectively

• Womens potential for good life years is greater than for men.

• Typical women’s diseases (e.g ovarian cancer) will therefore get a lower 
priority than if one used a gender specific calculation for remaining good 
life years. 



Primary and specialist healthcare –
paralell arrangements

• The alternative cost rests upon one fundamental assumption: A given 
health care budget

• But yes – there is always an alternative cost

• The alternative cost is the value of health forgone because new 
treatment alternatives take up the resources

• A fundemental assumption is that a QALY ≠ QALY ≠ QALY

• Some QALYs are more worthy based on absolute (or relative) shortfall

• So the QALYs forgone is associated with a lower willingness to pay than 
the QALYs that come in to the system

• This means that prioritizing based on absolute or relative shortfall is 
contrary to maximizing QALYs within a given budget

• But broader societal welfare is presumably higher



Primary and specialist healthcare –
paralell arrangements?

• NoMA has the ther right to make decisions for drugs that have a budget 
impact not exceeding 100 millon NOK. 

• Hospital sector will probably to a larger extent consider the alternative 
uses of 100 mill NOK when assessing new treatment modalities

• If so, the hospital has harder budget constraints than NoMA

• New technology in the hospital sector crowds out other treatment modalities 
to a larger extent than in primary care i.e. suboptimal prioritization

• In many cases one assumes an alternative cost in terms of health forgone that 
isn’t there.

• Equal cases are treated differently



A go through of NoMA’s 
HTA-reports from 2017 to 
today



Absolute and relative shortfall 46 
cases



• Opdivo bladder cancer and malignt melanoma

• AS on respectively 14 and 14,5 QALYs

• PS on respectively 0,95 og 0,78.

• Age at onset of disease is higher for bladder cancer.

• Besponsa for leukemia and Keytruda for bladder cancer

• PS on 0,97 in both cases

• AS is 28 years for leukemia and 14 years for bladder cancer.

• Age of onset is 19 years lower for leukemia.

Absolute and relative shortfall 46 
cases 



AS, PS and age 



AS, PS and age 



AS, PS and age 



Crowded at the top for PS!



A relationship between assessments 
severity and age?



We need to exercise discretion

• None of the numbers we use are correct

• Some conditions are less responsive to the EQ-5D tool than others

• E.g. Schizofrenia and hearing loss. 

• Paykachat et al 2015 Pharmacoeconomics.; 33(11): 1137–1154. 

• Unit costs should reflect the relevant alternative costs

• We use to a large extent tariffs and price lists

• Which can be fine, but not always. 

• What are the best alternative use for the hospital sector of resources freed up by not 
having to do blood transfusions?

• The ICERs we calculate should therefore be interpreted as «in the vincinity of»



What is the moste appropriate 
measure of severity?

Is the most appropriate measure for severity of 
diseases absolute shortfall, relative shortfall or a 
combination of the two?

That depends on the population’s preferences.

Thank you!


